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Dirty Trick
Entangled: Brazen This matchmaker’s about to meet her match... Grace Love is lousy with men. She can spot a match for
someone else a mile away, and her balls-on instincts are why her matchmaking business is thriving, but ﬁnding her
own Prince Charming? The only guy who makes her sixth sense tingle is her playboy best friend, Trick, and no way is
she risking their friendship, no matter how hot she knows the sex will be. SWAT oﬃcer Trick Mathews is a patient guy,
but Grace's inability to see what's right in front of her is grinding on his last nerve. Yeah, he blew his shot at breaking
out of the friend zone when he tamped down the urge to lick her from head to toe the day they met, but he's got a plan
that'll change her mind. Incognito at Salem's hottest Halloween party, he'll show her exactly how good they could
be...and that he's the man for her.
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Dirty Deal
Entangled: Brazen He's so much more than she bargained for... Professional matchmaker Serena Elliott spends her
workdays helping clients ﬁnd love. It's the perfect gig. She gets to see the good part of the relationships...before
things inevitably turn to crap. She leads her own love life the same way. Get in, and get out before things get too
complicated. One date with sexy army doctor, Bryan Metcalf, won't be enough to make her change her mind, no matter
how hot it gets... Bryan has had his share of crazy women and isn't in the market for another relationship that ends by
way of restraining order. When Serena Elliott gets into a bidding war for him at a charity bachelor auction, he's a little
worried. Turns out she's just as anti-relationship as he is, and could be the solution to all his problems. If he can
convince her to be his fake girlfriend, he just might be able to spend the rest of his leave in peace. Now if only he can
stop thinking about that night on the beach... But there are other forces at work that believe these two belong
together, and they just might ﬁnd out that happily ever afters do exist.

Down on Her Knees
Entangled: Brazen Detective Rafe Davenport has always made Courtney DeLollis uneasy. While her instincts whisper,
Touch him, her mind says, Run. But since she learned that he's dominant in the bedroom, she hasn't been able to
forget about it. She should be appalled—she knows all too well what happens when a man has too much control—but a
deeper, darker part of her is fascinated... And so is Rafe. The sexual tension between them is thick enough to touch,
and damn, does he want to touch. So he suggests something that will beneﬁt them both. Four scenes—because
anything more is a relationship, and Rafe won't go there ever again. Each scenario is designed to tease and torment.
To show Courtney that with every submission comes the reward of scintillating pleasure. But once he has Courtney
down on her knees, Rafe realizes that she might be the one woman capable of bringing him to his... Each book in the
Dare Me series is STANDALONE: * Down for the Count * Down and Dirty * Down the Aisle * Down on Her Knees
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Down for the Count
Brazen

The Dysasters
Wednesday Books P.C. and Kristin Cast, the #1 New York Times bestselling authors of the House of Night phenomenon,
return to the scene with The Dysasters—the ﬁrst action-packed novel in a new paranormal fantasy series. Adoptive
daughter of a gifted scientist, Foster Stewart doesn’t live a “normal” life, (not that she’d want to). But controlling
cloud formations and seeing airwaves aren’t things most eighteen year olds can do. Small town star quarterback and
quintessential dreamy boy next door, Tate “Nighthawk” Taylor has never thought much about his extra abilities. Sure,
his night vision comes in handy during games, but who wouldn’t want that extra edge? From the moment Foster and
Tate collide, their worlds spiral and a deadly tornado forces them to work together, fully awakening their not-sonatural ability - the power to control air. As they each deal with the tragic loss of loved ones, they’re caught by
another devastating blow – they are the ﬁrst in a group of teens genetically manipulated before birth to bond with the
elements, and worse... they’re being hunted. Now, Foster and Tate must ﬁght to control their abilities as they learn of
their past, how they came to be, who’s following them, and what tomorrow will bring... more DYSASTERS?

We Are Not Like Them
A Novel
Simon and Schuster A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK Named a Best Book Pick of 2021 by Harper’s Bazaar
and Real Simple Named a Most Anticipated Book of Fall by People, Essence, New York Post, PopSugar, New York
Newsday, Entertainment Weekly, Town & Country, Bustle, Fortune, and Book Riot Told from alternating perspectives,
this “propulsive, deeply felt tale of race and friendship” (People) follows two women, one Black and one white, whose
friendship is indelibly altered by a tragic event. Jen and Riley have been best friends since kindergarten. As adults,
they remain as close as sisters, though their lives have taken diﬀerent directions. Jen married young, and after years
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of trying, is ﬁnally pregnant. Riley pursued her childhood dream of becoming a television journalist and is poised to
become one of the ﬁrst Black female anchors of the top news channel in their hometown of Philadelphia. But the deep
bond they share is severely tested when Jen’s husband, a city police oﬃcer, is involved in the shooting of an unarmed
Black teenager. Six months pregnant, Jen is in freefall as her future, her husband’s freedom, and her friendship with
Riley are thrown into uncertainty. Covering this career-making story, Riley wrestles with the implications of this tragic
incident for her Black community, her ambitions, and her relationship with her lifelong friend. Like Tayari Jones’s An
American Marriage and Jodi Picoult’s Small Great Things, We Are Not Like Them takes “us to uncomfortable places—in
the best possible way—while capturing so much of what we are all thinking and feeling about race. A sharp, timely, and
soul-satisfying novel” (Emily Giﬃn, New York Times bestselling author) that is both a powerful conversation starter
and a celebration of the enduring power of friendship.

Annihilation
A Novel
FSG Originals The Southern Reach Trilogy begins with this Nebula Award-winning novel that "reads as if Verne or
Wellsian adventurers exploring a mysterious island had warped through into a Kafkaesque nightmare world" (Kim
Stanley Robinson). Area X has been cut oﬀ from the rest of the continent for decades. Nature has reclaimed the last
vestiges of human civilization. The ﬁrst expedition returned with reports of a pristine, Edenic landscape; the second
expedition ended in mass suicide; the third expedition in a hail of gunﬁre as its members turned on one another. The
members of the eleventh expedition returned as shadows of their former selves, and within weeks, all had died of
cancer. In Annihilation, the ﬁrst volume of Jeﬀ VanderMeer's Southern Reach trilogy, we join the twelfth expedition.
The group is made up of four women: an anthropologist; a surveyor; a psychologist, the de facto leader; and our
narrator, a biologist. Their mission is to map the terrain, record all observations of their surroundings and of one
another, and, above all, avoid being contaminated by Area X itself. They arrive expecting the unexpected, and Area X
delivers—they discover a massive topographic anomaly and life forms that surpass understanding—but it's the
surprises that came across the border with them and the secrets the expedition members are keeping from one
another that change everything.
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Addicted to You
K.B. Ritchie She’s addicted to sex. He’s addicted to booze…the only way out is rock bottom. No one would suspect shy
Lily Calloway’s biggest secret. While everyone is dancing at college bars, Lily stays in the bathroom. To get laid. Her
compulsion leads her to one-night stands, steamy hookups and events she shamefully regrets. The only person who
knows her secret happens to have one of his own. Loren Hale’s best friend is his bottle of bourbon. Lily comes at a
close second. For three years, they’ve pretended to be in a real relationship, hiding their addictions from their
families. They’ve mastered the art of concealing ﬂasks and random guys that ﬁlter in and out of their apartment. But
as they sink beneath the weight of their addictions, they cling harder to their destructive relationship and wonder if a
life together, for real, is better than a lie. Strangers and family begin to inﬁltrate their guarded lives, and with new
challenges, they realize they may not just be addicted to alcohol and sex. Their real vice may be each other.

Rough and Ready
Penguin Lieutenant Torolf Magnusson and his team of Navy SEALS are sent back in time to the eleventh-century
Norselands on a search-and-destroy mission that leads them to a sanctuary ﬁlled with beautiful women.

Among the Ten Thousand Things
A Novel
Random House NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE AND THE HUFFINGTON POST • Features an exclusive conversation between Julia Pierpont and Lena
Dunham For fans of Jennifer Egan, Jonathan Franzen, Lorrie Moore, and Curtis Sittenfeld, Among the Ten Thousand
Things is a dazzling ﬁrst novel, a portrait of an American family on the cusp of irrevocable change, and a startlingly
original story of love and time lost. Jack Shanley is a well-known New York artist, charming and vain, who doesn’t mean
to plunge his family into crisis. His wife, Deb, gladly left behind a diﬃcult career as a dancer to raise the two children
she adores. In the ensuing years, she has mostly avoided coming face-to-face with the weaknesses of the man she
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married. But then an anonymously sent package arrives in the mail: a cardboard box containing sheaves of printed
emails chronicling Jack’s secret life. The package is addressed to Deb, but it’s delivered into the wrong hands: her
children’s. With this vertiginous opening begins a debut that is by turns funny, wise, and indescribably moving. As the
Shanleys spin apart into separate orbits, leaving New York in an attempt to regain their bearings, ﬁfteen-year-old
Simon feels the allure of adult freedoms for the ﬁrst time, while eleven-year-old Kay wanders precariously into a
grown-up world she can’t possibly understand. Writing with extraordinary precision, humor, and beauty, Julia Pierpont
has crafted a timeless, hugely enjoyable novel about the bonds of family life—their brittleness, and their resilience.
Praise for Among the Ten Thousand Things “A luscious, smart summer novel . . . by a blazingly talented young
author.”—The New York Times Book Review “This book is one of the funniest, and most emotionally honest, I’ve read
in a long time.”—Jonathan Safran Foer “Obsessively compelling . . . emotionally sophisticated . . . Among the Ten
Thousand Things rises above [other novels] for its imagined structure, sentence-by-sentence punch, and pure
humanity.”—Vanity Fair “Gripping . . . Pierpont brings this family of four to life in sharply observed detail. . . . An acute
observer of social comedy, Ms. Pierpont has a keen eye for the absurd.”—The Wall Street Journal “Pierpont’s language
is heart-stopping. . . . Between Pierpont’s literary ﬁnesse and her captivating characters, [Among the Ten Thousand
Things] reads like a page-turner.”—Entertainment Weekly (grade: A) “A twisty, gripping story—that packs an
emotional wallop.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “There are going to be as many ingenious twists and turns in this literary
novel as there are in a top-notch work of suspense like Gone Girl.”—Maureen Corrigan, NPR’s Fresh Air “Tender,
delicately perceptive . . . Pierpont’s voice is wry and conﬁdent, and she is a ﬁne anthropologist of New York life.”—The
Washington Post “Pierpont displays a precocious gift for language and observation. . . . She captures the minutiae of
loneliness that pushes us away from each other and sometimes brings us back.”—San Francisco Chronicle

Dark Legend
Harper Collins They were masters of the darkness, searching through eternity for a mistress of the light... Gabriel woke
deep within the ground, and the ﬁrst sensation he felt was hunger. An overwhelming hunger for blood that demanded
satisfaction. But as he hunted the dark streets of Paris for prey, a voice called to him, soothing, calming, giving him
the strength to control his craving. Francesca Del Ponce was a healer, a woman who radiated goodness as powerfully
as the sun did light. But surely his obsession with her would turn him as his twin brother had turned, leaving the world
with two monsters instead of one. Though he knew she would be like hot silk in his arms, though he knew the taste of
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her would be addictive, he feared for her life and his soul if he took her. Then with one mind-shattering vow she gave
herself—“I oﬀer freely, without reservation, I oﬀer my life for your as is my right”—and with a ﬁrestorm of longforgotten feelings, he glimpsed salvation.

Elegy for April
A Novel
Henry Holt and Company Quirke—the hard-drinking, insatiably curious Dublin pathologist—is back, and he's determined
to ﬁnd his daughter's best friend, a well-connected young doctor April Latimer has vanished. A junior doctor at a local
hospital, she is something of a scandal in the conservative and highly patriarchal society of 1950s Dublin. Though her
family is one of the most respected in the city, she is known for being independent-minded; her taste in men, for
instance, is decidedly unconventional. Now April has disappeared, and her friend Phoebe Griﬃn suspects the worst.
Frantic, Phoebe seeks out Quirke, her brilliant but erratic father, and asks him for help. Sober again after intensive
treatment for alcoholism, Quirke enlists his old sparring partner, Detective Inspector Hackett, in the search for the
missing young woman. In their separate ways the two men follow April's trail through some of the darker byways of
the city to uncover crucial information on her whereabouts. And as Quirke becomes deeply involved in April's murky
story, he encounters complicated and ugly truths about family savagery, Catholic ruthlessness, and race hatred. Both
an absorbing crime novel and a brilliant portrait of the diﬃcult and relentless love between a father and his daughter,
this is Benjamin Black at his sparkling best.

Down and Dirty
Entangled: Brazen Cat Thomas has never been the kind of girl to stick. A self-professed infatuation junky, she latches on
the newest, hottest guy on the block, then ﬁnds a reason—real or imagined—to dump him. When she accepts a dare to
rekindle her high school ﬂame and jump in bed with her brother's best friend, Shane Decker, she knows she's in
trouble. She can't resist the man, even after all these years apart, and that just won't do. Shane has come back to
town for a couple reasons. The biggest one? He's tired of living away from those he loves, including Cat. But now she's
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spooked and will do anything to drive a wedge between them, including trying to ﬁx him up with other women through
an online dating service. What does he have to do to make her see that settling down doesn't mean settling, and he's
ready to spend a lifetime proving it? Each book in the Dare Me series is STANDALONE: * Down for the Count * Down and
Dirty * Down the Aisle * Down on Her Knees

Playing with Fire
Simon and Schuster From Sparking the Fire author Kate Meader comes the second novel in Hot in Chicago, a brand-new,
sizzling series that follows a group of ﬁreﬁghting foster siblings and their blazing hot love interests! As the only female
ﬁreﬁghter at Engine Co. 6, Alexandra Dempsey gets it from all sides: the male coworkers who think she can’t do the
job, the wives and girlfriends who see her as a threat to their ﬁreﬁghter men, and her overprotective foster brothers
who want to shelter their baby sister at all costs. So when she single-handedly saves the life of Eli Cooper, Chicago’s
devastatingly handsome mayor, she assumes the respect she’s longed for will ﬁnally come her way. But it seems Mr.
Mayor has other ideas… Eli Cooper’s mayoral ratings are plummeting, his chances at reelection dead in the water.
When a sexy, curvaceous ﬁreﬁghter gives him the kiss of life, she does more than bring him back to the land of the
living—she also breathes vitality into his campaign. Riding the wave of their feel-good story might prop up Eli’s
ﬂagging political fortunes, but the sizzling attraction between them can go nowhere; he’s her boss, and there are rules
that must be obeyed. But you know what they say about rules: they’re made to be broken…

Bonnie
A Novel
Atria Books The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Drowning Ruth vividly evokes the perennially fascinating true
crime love aﬀair of Bonnie and Clyde in this suspenseful, gorgeously detailed ﬁctional portrait of Bonnie Parker, one of
America’s most enigmatic women. Born in a small town in the desolate reaches of western Texas and shaped by her
girlhood in an industrial wasteland on the outskirts of Dallas, Bonnie Parker was a natural performer and a star
student. She dreamed of being a movie star or a singer or a poet. But her dramatic nature, contorted by her limited
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opportunities and her overwhelming love for Clyde Barrow, pushed her into a course from which there was no escape
but death. Infusing the psychological acuity of literary ﬁction with the relentless pacing of a thriller, Bonnie follows
Bonnie from her bright, promising youth to her ﬁnal month of shoot-outs, kidnappings, and desperate car chases
through America’s hinterland in the grip of the Great Depression, as the noose of the law tightened around her.
Enriched by Christina Schwarz’s extensive research in the footsteps of Bonnie and Clyde and written with her powerful
sense of place and time, Bonnie is a plaintive and page-turning account of a woman destroyed by a lethal combination
of longing and love.

Red Hot Dragon
Hachette UK Griﬃn Cadogan is surprised when Avani Monroe, the sworn enemy of his dragon family, walks into his gym.
With his mating phase approaching, the dragon shifter wonders why she risks coming into enemy territory. Yet the
dark-eyed temptress shocks him even more with an outrageous demand: She wants him to help her have a baby. After
her mother's dragon line was annihilated by the Knights, Avani vows to continue her unique dragon breed-and the
registries indicate that Griﬃn is the best candidate. Determined to mate, Avani plans to use her seductive beauty and
powerful scent to entice Griﬃn. The big, strong Welsh man will make for a ﬁtting partner . . . if he doesn't kill her ﬁrst.
When they spar over the terms of her proposal, Griﬃn and Avani can't deny the intense, primal attraction they feel for
each other. But as they become closer to creating a child, the lovers can hear danger encircle them as loud as the
clapping of wings. The dragon slayers are coming . . .and they're gunning for Griﬃn, Avani, and the entire dragon race.

Well Hung
Lauren Blakely Books From #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Lauren Blakely comes a HOT & hilarious new
standalone romance... Here's what you need to know about me -- I'm well-oﬀ, well-hung and quick with a joke. Women
like a guy who makes them laugh. Even better if he's loyal and hard-working. That's me. Enter Natalie. Hot, sexy,
smart, and my new assistant. Which makes her totally oﬀ limits... Hey, I'm a good guy. Really. I do my best to stay far
away from the kind of temptation she brings to work. Until one night in Vegas... Yeah, you've heard this one before.
Bad news on the business front, drowning our sorrows in a few too many Harvey Wallbangers, and then I'm banging
her. In my hotel room. In her hotel room. Behind the Titanic slot machine at the Flamingo (don't ask). And before I can
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make her say "Oh God right there YES!" one more time, we're both saying yes--the big yes--at a roadside chapel in
front of a guy in press-on sideburns and a shiny gold leisure suit. We'll just untie the knot in the morning, right? The
trouble is . . . I don't know how to keep my hands oﬀ my soon-to-be ex-wife.

Grim Shadows
Penguin It’s the Roaring Twenties in foggy San Francisco. Prohibition is on, inhibitions are low, and dark magic is rolling
into town… Archaeologist Lowe Magnusson is packing something everyone wants. The djed amulet, a priceless
Egyptian artifact, will fetch Lowe a hefty paycheck from one of San Francisco’s wealthiest. But when the handsome
Swede runs into his patron’s uptight daughter, what he once considered easy money becomes maddeningly
complicated… Cursed with deadly spirits as her constant companions, curator Hadley Bacall must keep calm to hold her
dangerous specters at bay and prevent them from lashing out at anything—or anyone. Trouble is, Lowe is driving her
crazy, but her father needs the artifact he’s transporting. While Hadley can feel the amulet’s power, she can’t fathom
the destruction—or the desire—it’s about to stir up.

No Strings Attached
Entangled: Brazen No Strings Attached by Nicolette Day She wants one night. He wants her forever. Hayden Summers
just landed the job of a lifetime taking pictures for Time magazine, but she's determined to leave with no regrets. The
ﬁrst thing on her list? Erase the memory of her cheating ex with a wild night of anonymous sex. The second? Figure out
why her best friend, sexy bar owner Jace Jennings, stopped speaking to her the night she told him about the job. Jace
has a problem. Hayden isn't just leaving the country, she's risking her life—just when he's realized he's in love with
her. When fate traps them in the storage room of his bar together, barely contained desire simmers to surface. In one
last attempt to keep her, Jace oﬀers Hayden the one thing she wants: a night of hot sex, no strings attached. But when
the night is over, will Jace be able to let her go? And will Hayden leave with her heart intact?
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Love in a Fallen City
New York Review of Books Masterful short works about passion, family, and human relationships by one of the greatest
writers of 20th century China. A New York Review Books Original “[A] giant of modern Chinese literature” –The New
York Times "With language as sharp as a knife edge, Eileen Chang cut open a huge divide in Chinese culture, between
the classical patriarchy and our troubled modernity. She was one of the very few able truly to connect that divide, just
as her heroines often disappeared inside it. She is the fallen angel of Chinese literature, and now, with these excellent
new translations, English readers can discover why she is so revered by Chinese readers everywhere." –Ang Lee Eileen
Chang is one of the great writers of twentieth-century China, where she enjoys a passionate following both on the
mainland and in Taiwan. At the heart of Chang’s achievement is her short ﬁction—tales of love, longing, and the
shifting and endlessly treacherous shoals of family life. Written when Chang was still in her twenties, these
extraordinary stories combine an unsettled, probing, utterly contemporary sensibility, keenly alert to sexual politics
and psychological ambiguity, with an intense lyricism that echoes the classics of Chinese literature. Love in a Fallen
City, the ﬁrst collection in English of this dazzling body of work, introduces American readers to the stark and
glamorous vision of a modern master.

A Little Life
A Novel
Anchor NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A stunning “portrait of the enduring grace of friendship” (NPR) about the families we
are born into, and those that we make for ourselves. A masterful depiction of love in the twenty-ﬁrst century. A
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • A MAN BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • WINNER OF THE KIRKUS PRIZE A Little Life
follows four college classmates—broke, adrift, and buoyed only by their friendship and ambition—as they move to New
York in search of fame and fortune. While their relationships, which are tinged by addiction, success, and pride,
deepen over the decades, the men are held together by their devotion to the brilliant, enigmatic Jude, a man scarred
by an unspeakable childhood trauma. A hymn to brotherly bonds and a masterful depiction of love in the twenty-ﬁrst
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century, Hanya Yanagihara’s stunning novel is about the families we are born into, and those that we make for
ourselves. Look for Hanya Yanagihara’s new novel, To Paradise, coming in January 2022.

Earth Bound
Penguin #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan returns to the mysterious coastal town of Sea Haven
where a woman is stalked by her inescapable past in the fourth novel in the Sisters of the Heart series. On the shores
of Sea Haven, six women touched by great loss have come together in a sisterhood strengthened by the elements—a
bond each will need as new love and danger enter their lives... After escaping from a cult, Lexi found refuge with her
sisters on the farm that more than sustained her body—it nurtured her soul as well. But she never forgot the terror she
left behind or the always present fear that the cult would ﬁnd her again, and claim her. Then her nightmare came true.
Lexi was discovered and threatened—only to be suddenly saved by a stranger. He is Gavriil Prakenskii, and he’s
awestruck by the woman he’s rescued. She is destined for him. He can feel it in his soul. But how can Lexi ﬁnd
happiness with a man steeped in secrets and shadows, one intimately acquainted with violence, and whose very love
could be the death of them?

Chasing Truth
Entangled: Teen "An enjoyably twisty, romantic, and thoughtful prep-school mystery." -Kirkus Reviews At Holden Prep,
the rich and powerful rule the school—and they’ll do just about anything to keep their dirty little secrets hidden. When
former con artist Eleanor Ames’ homecoming date commits suicide, she’s positive there’s something more going on.
The more questions she asks, though, the more she crosses paths with Miles Beckett. He’s sexy, mysterious,
arrogant...and he’s asking all the same questions. Eleanor might not trust him—she doesn’t even like him—but they
can’t keep their hands oﬀ of each other. Fighting the infuriating attraction is almost as hard as ignoring the fact that
Miles isn’t telling her the truth...and that there’s a good chance he thinks she’s the killer.
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Broken Dove
Far too young, Apollo Ulfr lost Ilsa, his wife, the love of his life and the mother of his two children. The grief of her loss
does not settle in his soul, it solders to it. But when he discovers there is a parallel universe where his wife may have a
twin, he feels there's hope and sets about bringing her to his world so he can have her back.But Ilsa Ulfr of our world is
married to the parallel universe's twin, Pol, who is not a good man. Not in any way. She's on the run from him and the
last thing she wants is to be transported to a fantastical world and be forced to take his side as his wife, even if he is
not Pol. And Apollo ﬁnds the broken Ilsa nothing like his beloved, and further, wants nothing to do with her.But
darkness is looming and evil is amassing. Apollo must protect his land and keep his family safe, including the new Ilsa.

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
MDPI In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies
and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for
academics to question whether Disney’s ﬁlms and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views
of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and
sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reﬂection according to a number of the articles in the volume.
On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with diﬃcult situations or
embrace progressive thinking. The diﬀerent approaches to the assessment of Disney ﬁlms as cultural artifacts also
vary according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in
the movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of
views about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.

Asking for Trouble
Entangled: Brazen Brent Mason and Hayden Winstead can't stand each other. She plans exclusive parties for her rich
family's charities. He's a rough and tumble cop who rigs explosives for a living. Could two people be any less suited for
conversation? They think not and prefer to keep it that way. Unfortunately, their two best friends are deeply,
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disgustingly in love. Forced together, the mutual attraction simmering beneath the surface of Brent and Hayden's nonrelationship grows with every argument until it explodes into a scintillating night of mind-blowing sex. And it won't be
the last, as far as Brent's concerned. Hayden has a secret, though. Her father's company is relying on a merger to save
them from ﬁnancial ruin, and only Hayden's marriage to the CEO's wealthy son can secure the deal. If she's to protect
her family, she'll have to forget Brent. And he has no intention of being forgotten. Each book in the Line of Duty series
is STANDALONE: * Protecting What's His * Oﬃcer Oﬀ Limits * Asking for Trouble * Staking His Claim * Protecting What's
Theirs

The Signal and the Noise
Why So Many Predictions Fail--but Some Don't
Penguin UPDATED FOR 2020 WITH A NEW PREFACE BY NATE SILVER "One of the more momentous books of the decade."
—The New York Times Book Review Nate Silver built an innovative system for predicting baseball performance,
predicted the 2008 election within a hair’s breadth, and became a national sensation as a blogger—all by the time he
was thirty. He solidiﬁed his standing as the nation's foremost political forecaster with his near perfect prediction of the
2012 election. Silver is the founder and editor in chief of the website FiveThirtyEight. Drawing on his own
groundbreaking work, Silver examines the world of prediction, investigating how we can distinguish a true signal from
a universe of noisy data. Most predictions fail, often at great cost to society, because most of us have a poor
understanding of probability and uncertainty. Both experts and laypeople mistake more conﬁdent predictions for more
accurate ones. But overconﬁdence is often the reason for failure. If our appreciation of uncertainty improves, our
predictions can get better too. This is the “prediction paradox”: The more humility we have about our ability to make
predictions, the more successful we can be in planning for the future. In keeping with his own aim to seek truth from
data, Silver visits the most successful forecasters in a range of areas, from hurricanes to baseball to global pandemics,
from the poker table to the stock market, from Capitol Hill to the NBA. He explains and evaluates how these
forecasters think and what bonds they share. What lies behind their success? Are they good—or just lucky? What
patterns have they unraveled? And are their forecasts really right? He explores unanticipated commonalities and
exposes unexpected juxtapositions. And sometimes, it is not so much how good a prediction is in an absolute sense
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that matters but how good it is relative to the competition. In other cases, prediction is still a very rudimentary—and
dangerous—science. Silver observes that the most accurate forecasters tend to have a superior command of
probability, and they tend to be both humble and hardworking. They distinguish the predictable from the
unpredictable, and they notice a thousand little details that lead them closer to the truth. Because of their
appreciation of probability, they can distinguish the signal from the noise. With everything from the health of the
global economy to our ability to ﬁght terrorism dependent on the quality of our predictions, Nate Silver’s insights are
an essential read.

The Goal
Elle Kennedy Inc. Get ready for another binge-worthy romance from New York Times and international bestselling author
Elle Kennedy! She’s good at achieving her goals… College senior Sabrina James has her whole future planned out:
graduate from college, kick butt in law school, and land a high-paying job at a cutthroat ﬁrm. Her path to escaping her
shameful past certainly doesn’t include a gorgeous hockey player who believes in love at ﬁrst sight. One night of
sizzling heat and surprising tenderness is all she’s willing to give John Tucker, but sometimes, one night is all it takes
for your entire life to change. But the game just got a whole lot more complicated Tucker believes being a team player
is as important as being the star. On the ice, he’s ﬁne staying out of the spotlight, but when it comes to becoming a
daddy at the age of twenty-two, he refuses to be a bench warmer. It doesn’t hurt that the soon-to-be mother of his
child is beautiful, whip-smart, and keeps him on his toes. The problem is, Sabrina’s heart is locked up tight, and the
ﬁery brunette is too stubborn to accept his help. If he wants a life with the woman of his dreams, he’ll have to convince
her that some goals can only be made with an assist. The Briar U Series of Standalone Novels The Chase (Briar U Book
1) The Risk (Briar U Book 2) The Play (Briar U Book 3) The Oﬀ-Campus Series of Standalone Novels The Deal (OﬀCampus Book 1) The Mistake (Oﬀ-Campus Book 2) The Score (Oﬀ-Campus Book 3) The Goal (Oﬀ-Campus Book 4)

The Aztec Treasure House
Ardent Media [The author's] portraits of visionaries and eccentrics are, in the words of the critic Grover Sales,
"celebrations of man's insatiable drive to probe unknown frontiers [that] read like superb novels." His subjects are
people of passion and purpose, events of legend and desire. He oﬀers stories of the Anasazi Indians, the "old ones" of
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the southwestern desert; of the grand explorers Marco Polo, Columbus, El Dorado, Magellan, Ibn Batuta; and of
heretics, fanatics, scientists, cranks and geniuses. There are tales of fabulous advances made in anthropology,
archaeology, astronomy and linguistics. In all, twenty essays appear in [this book].-http://www.counterpointpress.com

Divided in Death
Penguin #1 New York Times bestselling author J. D. Robb continues her “sexy and suspenseful” (Publishers Weekly) In
Death series in this futuristic thriller in which technology and humanity collide—and a new computer virus has become
the latest form of terrorism… Reva Ewing was a former member of the Secret Service, and then a security specialist for
Roarke Enterprises—until she was found standing over the dead bodies of her husband, renowned artist Blair Bissel,
and her best friend. But Lieutenant Eve Dallas believes there was more to the killing than jealous rage—all of Bissel’s
computer ﬁles were deliberately corrupted. To Roarke, it’s the computer attack that poses the real threat. He and Reva
have been under a code-red government contract to develop a program that would shield against techno-terrorists.
But this deadly new breed of hackers isn’t afraid to kill to protect their secret—and it’s up to Lieutenant Eve Dallas to
shut them down before the nightmare can spread to the whole country.

How to Murder Your Life
A Memoir
Simon and Schuster From the New York Times bestselling author and former beauty editor Cat Marnell, a “vivid,
maddening, heartbreaking, very funny, chaotic” (The New York Times) memoir of prescription drug addiction and selfsabotage, set in the glamorous world of fashion magazines and downtown nightclubs. At twenty-six, Cat Marnell was
an associate beauty editor at Lucky, one of the top fashion magazines in America—and that’s all most people knew
about her. But she hid a secret life. She was a prescription drug addict. She was also a “doctor shopper” who
manipulated Upper East Side psychiatrists for pills, pills, and more pills; a lonely bulimic who spent hundreds of dollars
a week on binge foods; a promiscuous party girl who danced barefoot on banquets; a weepy and hallucination-prone
insomniac who would take anything—anything—to sleep. This is a tale of self-loathing, self-sabotage, and yes, self-
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tanner. It begins at a posh New England prep school—and with a prescription for the Attention Deﬁcit Disorder
medication Ritalin. It continues to New York, where we follow Marnell’s amphetamine-fueled rise from intern to editor
through the beauty departments of NYLON, Teen Vogue, Glamour, and Lucky. We see her ﬁght between ambition and
addiction and how, inevitably, her disease threatens everything she worked so hard to achieve. From the Condé Nast
building to seedy nightclubs, from doctors’ oﬃces and mental hospitals, Marnell “treads a knife edge between
glamorizing her own despair and rendering it with savage honesty.…with the skill of a pulp novelist” (The New York
Times Book Review) what it is like to live in the wild, chaotic, often sinister world of a young female addict who can’t
say no. Combining “all the intoxicating intrigue of a thriller and yet all the sobering pathos of a gifted writer’s true-life
journey to recover her former health, happiness, ambitions, and identity” (Harper’s Bazaar), How to Murder Your Life
is mesmerizing, revelatory, and necessary.

Eat Pray Love
One Woman's Search for Everything Across Italy, India
and Indonesia
Riverhead Books Traces the author's decision to quit her job and travel the world for a year after suﬀering a midlife
crisis and divorce, an endeavor that took her to three places in her quest to explore her own nature, experience
fulﬁllment and learn the art of spiritual balance. (Biography & autobiography). Reissue. A best-selling book. Movie tiein.

Born to Run
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A Hidden Tribe, Superathletes, and the Greatest Race
the World Has Never Seen
Vintage NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The astonishing and hugely entertaining story that completely changed the way we
run. An epic adventure that began with one simple question: Why does my foot hurt? “Equal parts quest, physiology
treatise, and running history.... The climactic race reads like a sprint.... It simply makes you want to run.” —Outside
Magazine Isolated by Mexico's deadly Copper Canyons, the blissful Tarahumara Indians have honed the ability to run
hundreds of miles without rest or injury. In a riveting narrative, award-winning journalist and often-injured runner
Christopher McDougall sets out to discover their secrets. In the process, he takes his readers from science labs at
Harvard to the sun-baked valleys and freezing peaks across North America, where ever-growing numbers of ultrarunners are pushing their bodies to the limit, and, ﬁnally, to a climactic race in the Copper Canyons that pits America’s
best ultra-runners against the tribe. McDougall’s incredible story will not only engage your mind but inspire your body
when you realize that you, indeed all of us, were born to run.

Mortal Fall
A Novel of Suspense
Simon and Schuster "Glacier National Park police oﬃcer Monty Harris knows that each summer at least one person--be it
a reckless, arrogant climber or a distracted hiker--will meet tragedy in the park. But Paul 'Wolﬁe' Sedgewick's fatal fall
from the sheer cliﬀs near Going-To-the-Sun Road is incomprehensible. Wolﬁe was an experienced and highly regarded
wildlife biologist who knew all too well the perils that Glacier's treacherous terrain presents--and how to avoid them.
The case, so close to home, has frayed park employee emotions. Yet calm and methodical lead investigator Monty
senses in his gut that something isn't right"--
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Wife for Hire
Entangled: Indulgence He needs a wife for three weeks... Owen Phipps is out for revenge. His mission? To expose the man
who stole his sister's money and dignity. All he needs is a "wife" who can play along. Too bad his last best hope is an
actress who tries to mace him with perfume when he oﬀers her the role of a lifetime. Lindy Knight is a real sap. She
loves too hard, feels too deep, and often ﬁnds herself saying yes when she should be saying "Let me think about it."
She can't believe her good fortune when Owen oﬀers her more than enough money to hold oﬀ foreclosure until she can
ﬁnd a job. Three weeks at a resort, money she desperately needs, and she gets to help bring a criminal to justice?
Score. It seems easy enough until a couples bonding game turns intimate, and they realize how dangerous their mutual
attraction could be. Can they keep their hands to themselves long enough to ﬁnd the evidence Owen needs? Or are the
close quarters more temptation than they can handle? Each book in the Guardian for Hire series is a standalone story
that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Wife for Hire Book #2 Guardian for Hire

The Second Machine Age: Work, Progress, and
Prosperity in a Time of Brilliant Technologies
W. W. Norton & Company A pair of technology experts describe how humans will have to keep pace with machines in
order to become prosperous in the future and identify strategies and policies for business and individuals to use to
combine digital processing power with human ingenuity.

How to Catch a Queen
Runaway Royals
HarperCollins An arranged marriage leads to unexpected desire, in the ﬁrst book of Alyssa Cole’s Runaway Royals
series… When Shanti Mohapi weds the king of Njaza, her dream of becoming a queen ﬁnally comes true. But it’s
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nothing like she imagined. Shanti and her husband may share an immediate and powerful attraction, but her subjects
see her as an outsider, and everything she was taught about being the perfect wife goes disastrously wrong. A king
must rule with an iron ﬁst, and newly crowned King Sanyu was born perfectly ﬁtted for the gauntlet, even if he wishes
he weren’t. He agrees to take a wife as is required of him, though he doesn’t expect to actually fall in love. Even more
vexing? His beguiling new queen seems to have the answers to his country’s problems—except no one will listen to
her. By day, they lead separate lives. By night, she wears the crown, and he bows to her demands in matters of politics
and passion. When turmoil erupts in their kingdom and their marriage, Shanti goes on the run, and Sanyu must learn
whethe
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